


(1)

Which is the largest 
country in the 

world?

Russia



(2) Who is this?

Boris Johnson



(3) What phrase or saying is this?

Middle aged



(4) Guess the Logo?

World Wide Fund for nature



(5) Name the game.

Call of duty-Modern Warfare



(6) Rearrange the letters to make 
an animal.

LPAEHETN

Elephant



(7) Which football team?

Norwich city



(8) Rearrange the letters to make a 
country.

YANGREM
Germany



(9) Who is this?

Megan Markle



(10) What phrase or saying is this?

Tickled pink



(11) Name the film

Onward



(12)

Which country 
grows the most 

tea?

China



(13) Name the superhero.

Shazam



(14) Opening lyrics-Name the song.

 Rising up, back on the street.

 Did my time took my chances.

Eye of the tiger

Survivor



(15) What is the 
Italian word for 

Pie? 

Pizza



(16) Which rugby league team?
(Hint: The best)

Wigan warriors



(17)

Which Wimple 
wearers live in 

convents?
Nuns



(18) Name the game.

Space invaders



(19) Rearrange the letters to make 
a City.

AEOABRCLN
Barcelona



(20) Name the film

Sonic the Hedgehog



(21) What is the 
world’s best 

selling book?

The Bible



(22) Which American football 
team?

Dallas Cowboys



(23)
Which is the 

highest mountain 
in the world?

Mount Everest



(24) Complete the punchline.

heavy



(25) What is the 
largest desert in 

the world? 

Sahara



(26) Name the superhero.

Robin (Teen Titans)



(27) What name is 
given to a 60th

of an hour?

A minute



(28) Name the film

Jumanji



(29)

Which saint’s day 
is celebrated on 

March 17th?
St Patricks



(30) Guess the Logo?

Apple



(31) Complete the punchline.

toast



(32)

Who is the arch 
enemy of Peter 

Pan?
Captain Hook



(33) Name the superhero.

The Flash



(34) Rearrange the letters to make 
the name of a character from a 

book.

AOETTRRRYHP

Harry Potter



(35) Who owns this football team?

David Beckham



(36) Rearrange the letters to make 
the name of an animated film.

YOYOTTRS
Toy Story



(37) Opening lyrics-Name the song.

 Is this the real life? Is this just fantasy?

 Caught in a landslide, no escape from reality.

Bohemian Rhapsody

Queen



(38)

What is the name of 
the sweet liquid 
collected from 

flowers by bees?
Nectar



(39) Name the game.

Red Dead Redemption 2



(40) Rearrange the letters to 
make a Sport.

TREEEOIIGNNR

Orienteering



(41) Name the Hybrid animal

Grizzly
bear

Polar
bear

Pizzly bear



(42) What four letter  
word is the name 
given to the home 

of a wolf? 
Lair



(43) Name the film

Trolls World Tour



(44)

How many legs 
does a star fish 

have?
5



(45) Guess the Logo?

Save The Children



(46)
What is the 

national flower 
of Wales?
Daffodil



(47) Name the game.

Final fantasy v11



(48) Opening lyrics-Name the song.

 _________ all my troubles seemed so far away.

 Now it looks as though they’re here to stay.

Yesterday
The Beatles



(49) Name the planet

Saturn

Sat Urn



(50)

How many British 
Kings have been 
called George?

6



(51) Guess the Logo?

Microsoft



(52)
‘Watson come here , 

I want you’ are the 
first words spoken 

on the what?
Telephone



(53) Complete the punchline.

day-zzz



(54) What vegetable is 
Walter Raleigh 
credited with 
introducing to 

Britain?
Potatoes



(55) Name the game.

FIFA 20



(56)

Which former prime 
minister  was 

nicknamed ‘The Iron 
Lady’? 

Margaret Thatcher



(57) Name the superhero.

Black Panther



(58)

What country shares 
its name with a bird 
traditionally eaten at 

Christmas?
Turkey



(59) Who is this?

Billie Eilish



(60)

Sheet and fork are 
both types of what 

weather 
phenomena?
Lightning



(61) What phrase or saying is this?

Bus Stop



(62)

Which metal 
has the symbol  

Hg ?
Mercury



(63) Who is this?

Tyson Fury



(64)
Which Roman God 
gives his name to the 
largest planet in our 

Solar System?

Jupiter



(65) Name the game.

Uncharted 4



(66) Opening lyrics-Name the song.

You can dance, you can jive, having the time of your life.

See that girl, watch that scene, you are the ________ _____.

Dancing Queen
Abba



(67) Name the Hybrid animal

Goat Sheep

Geep



(68)

The Pen is the female, 
the cob the male and 
the cygnet the young, 

what is the bird?

Swan



(69) What phrase or saying is this?

Lost for words



(70) Name the planet

Jupiter

Dew Pit Hair



(71)

In the Bible what 
is referred to as 
the staff of life?

Bread



(72) Name the Hybrid animal

DonkeyZebra

Zonkey



(73) Through which 
continent does 
the river Nile 

flow?
Africa



(74) Name the game.

Jak and Daxter



(75)

Which word can 
follow beach, base, 

soft and foot?

Ball



(76) Name the Hybrid animal

Horse Zebra

Zorse



(77) Which city in 
Scotland has the 

highest 
population?

Glasgow



(78) Who is this?

Greta Thunberg



(79)

Stockholm is the 
capital of which 

country?
Sweden



(80) Complete the punchline.

milk float



(81)

Which Shakespeare 
play is commonly 
referred to as the 

Scottish play?
Macbeth



(82) Who is this?

William Shakespeare



(83)
Which Musical 

Instrument has 47 
strings and 7 

pedals?
Harp



(84) Complete the punchline.

What do you call a fake noodle?

An impasta



(85)

What animals 
does the adjective 
Equine refer to?

Horses



(86) Guess the Logo?

Starbucks



(87)
What Cartoon 

duck was 65 years 
old in 1999? 

Donald Duck



(88) Name the superhero.

Ant man



(89) What phrase or saying is this?

Backache



(90) Guess the Logo?

Pepsi cola



(91)

How many players 
are in a 

basketball team?
5



(92) Complete the punchline.
What happens if you eat yeast and shoe polish? 
Every morning you’ll rise and shine.



(93)

What colour Jersey 
does the leader of 

the Tour De France 
wear?

Yellow



(94) Who is this?

Jessica Ennis-Hill



(95)
Name the Biblical father 

of Shem, Ham and 
Japeth who built a 

vessel from Gopher 
wood.

Noah



(96) Complete the punchline.
What’s the difference between a guitar and a fish?
You can’t tuna fish.



(97) What phrase or saying is this?

Water (H2O)



(98) Name the game.

Crash Bandicoot



(99)

In Which Sport do 
competitors throw 
projectiles from the 

oche?
Darts



(100) Complete the punchline.
What do you call an Italian with a rubber toe?

Roberto



100 Are you Mr Gill?

91 - 99  Put that mobile phone away.

81 – 90  You are super-uber people, I want to be your friend.

71 – 80  Smokin’ !!!

61 – 70  You are now pronounced cool.

41 – 50 Fabulous darling.

31 – 40  Fandabidozy.

21 – 31   Not bad.

11 – 20   Now we are getting there.

2 – 10   It’ called a q. u. i. z. You answer questions.

0 – 2    Is there any one out there?




